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SPIDERS STEAT
Unlike ants, spiders usually live alone. But their habit

of storing food before eadng it makes them vulnerable

to theft too.

An orb-weaving spider, for example, eats its food

slowly. The spider spins a web and sits at the cenrer,

waiting for the vibrations that happen when an insect

gets tangled up. \W'hen it senses those vibrations, the

spider heads over to the struggling insect, wraps it in
silk, stabs it with venom, and leaves the insect hanging

so that it can continue hunting. As the spider heads

back to its perch at the center ofthe web, the insect

lies helplessly tied up while venom digests its internal

organs. Later, when the spider wants to get out the

calories, it can go back to the now-dead insect and

slurp out the liquefied insides like a smoothie.

The spider Argyrodes could do all that work for
itselftoo, but it chooses nor ro. Insread, it hangs out on

the edges of an orb-weaving spider'.s web. Orb weavcrs

are impressively large, around rwo inches (five centi-

meters) long, while,4 rgyrodes spiders are only a quarter

to half that size. Sometimes, when a small insccr gets

tangled in the orb weavcr's web, the Àrgyrodes spider

runs over and steals it before the orb weaver gets to it.
That's usually not a big problem for the orb weaver,

since the stolen insects are so small that it probably

would have just ignored them anyway.

But sometimes Argyodes goes for larger prey.
\W'hen a nice, big, juicy insect hits the web, the orb

weaver stuns it and injects it with venom as usual.

The Argyrodes spider knows when the capture happens

A nrccch;ng A191,1ç6", stea s an crb weave.'-q meal

by fccling the vibrations ''
in the web. Then it waits

for the large spider to get

distracted by new prey.

Once the orb weaver

heads offto \/rap up . -

that second insect,

the Argyrodes spider scur-

ries in, cuts the original meal out

of the web, and runs away with it.

To add insult to injury Argyrodes

spiders don't always eat the food they

steal. In some cases, males have even -* - u
been seen giving stolen food âway to females as gifts, to

avoid getting eaten during mating.

Vhen Argyrolrs spiders steal from other spiders,

their strategy is to never get too close. But a spider called

Curimagua has no worries about walking up to a creature

30 times its size and stealing food right out of its mouth.

Even though they're only about a millimeter long,

Curimagua spiders do their thieving from a spider

1.5 inchcs (3.8 centimeters) Iong, called Diplara.Those

larger spiders build funnel-shaped webs. §ÿ.hen a large

prey animal-such as a grasshopper, beetle, or even

frog-walks near the opening of the funnel-web, the

Diplura launches out. It srikes with its fangs, then

drags its prey back to the opening ofthe funnel to suck

its insides out.

fu the bigDiplura spider starts f"dirg, the Curimagua

spider wa.lks right ovcr to its mouth and starts eating along-

side it. In fact, the tiny thief can apparendy walk anywhere
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it wants to-in the funnel-web, or even across the

Diplura spider's eyes. The larger spider doesn't seem

to pay any attention to it. This may be because

Curimagua is so small that the calories it steals cost

Diplara less than the calories it would have to spend

catching and killing the intruder.

ltt a strategy that works so well for the small

spider that it has lost its abil§ to live anywhere else.

Unlike other thief spiders (Iike Argyrodes) that can

make webs and catch their own prey whenever they

need to, the Carimagua spider can no longer hunt

for itself, It may be the only spider species in the

world, out of more than 43,000, that doesnt do its

own hunting.

Another unique spider thief is a very special

jumping spider called Bagheera hipli"gr.(That Latin

name will stick in your brain if youie ever read

Rudyard Kipling's Tbe Junglc Booh and you remem-

ber Bagheera, the black panther.) Bagheera kiplingi

is the only known vegetarian spider in the world.

It lives on acacia plants, eating the nectar that the

plant makes for ants (in exchange, the ants protect

the acacia by attacking any animals that try to eat

the plant). As you can imagine, having a spider steal

"their" nectar doesnt thri[ the ants. So the spider

has to constantly hide from them, jump out of the

way when attacked, or else hang from a thread so no

ant can reach it.

The spider isn't a strictvegelsixp-i1 dines on

larval ants from time to time, so its technically also

a predator of the ants- Bt Bagheeragets almost all

ofits food by stealing nectar from ants, rather than

by killing them.

PREDtrTORS
PILFER
It's not just creepy-crawlies

that deal with theft. It's a

problem for big animals

too. Many African preda-

tors, for example, add to the

food they kill themselves

with food they steal from

other predators. Hyenas

are famous for stealing from lions, but things arent

as one-sided es 1he Lion Kingmighr have led you

to believe. Lions are aggressive Glrcass thieves too.

Hyenas often hunt and kill their own food only to

have it stolen by a pride of lions.

Theft is more than a nuisance for these animals:

it threatens their survival. Kills dont happen every

day, so predators sometimes go several days without

food. That's why having a meal stolen can create big

problems, especially right after an animal burns a

whole bunch of calories running down and killing
its prey.

A cheetah, for example, will hide its food as

quickly as possible after a kill. But a cheetah is

smaller than other kinds of predators, so as soon as

competing carnivores find that carcass, the cheetah

has to leave. This means even with plenry of prey to

feed on, cheetahs may not be able to hunt in certain

habitats because of competition with other preda-

tors. In fact, if a cheetah so much as hears the calls


